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Manonymous strikes again; angers the government
of Vegeros
Vegeros convenes emergency cabinet meeting. President Khaleechi Daikonerys Tarragon of Vegeros
releases a statement, “we will take the measures necessary to destroy Manonymous and to banish
their hateful anti-human ideology. We are devoting resources
and devising plans to turn Manonymous into a piece of history”.
December 1, 2017 - Manonymous, the shadowy extremist group
and self-described “Planter Empowerment” organization executed
a bloody attack in Landwern, the capital city of Vegeros. A police
transport travelling on the outskirts of the city was severely
damaged in an explosion. 15 policemen travelling in the transport
were killed. A representative of the Vegeros Army special forces
“Panda” Anti-Terror Unit, Mr. Hafuchka Tanhalash released a
statement explaining that the explosion was caused by an
improvised explosive device placed in the path of the police
convoy. The attack itself suggested coordination and planning,
and knowledge obtained regarding the routes to be taken by the
police transport. The representative stated that all current
indications point to Manonymous activists as having planted the
explosive device.
The “Panda” Anti-Terror Unit, an elite unit of the Vegeros Army, were wearing their Panda bodysuits,
which both honor the name of the unit the God of War Panda the Feared and the Terrible. As such, these
uniforms serve to generate great awesome fear and respect of these special forces, considering the
horrifying external appearance of the Panda. The Soldiers, heavily armed, patrolled the streets around
where the attack occurred. The area was deserted for many hours, with local residents afraid to
approach the unit in their terrifying uniforms.
Around the time of the attack, the website of the Vegeros
Houses of Parliament, The Keesh, was apparently hacked.
The homepage was replaced by the quote “There is no
fundamental difference between man and animals in
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their ability to feel pleasure and pain, happiness, and misery”, which is of course attributable to Charles
Darwin.
As is known, the “Planter” philosophy generally involves abstaining from the use of animal products and
rejects the commodity status of animals. In recent decades, the Planter philosophy has gained many
adherents in Vegeros. Planters have flourished in Vegeros because of the ease with which to follow a
plant-based diet in a country where Vegerosians already abstain from eating meat. With the rise of
Plantism in Vegeros, Planter communities have sprung up throughout Delicattesum, even establishing a
local branch in Carnos. Planters are generally socially shunned in Delicattesum, and especially in Carnos,
a fiercely meat-eating society.
Yesterday’s attack is the latest in a string of actions undertaken by Manonymous in Vegeros. Over the
past six months, Manonimus activists have undertaken raids on a number of dairy farms, vandalized
chicken coups and attacked convoys of livestock to release the animals while in transit. These actions are
part of an ongoing campaign waged by Manonymous against the Vegerosian dairy and egg industry. The
attack marks an escalation and represents the first time that Manonymous has launched an attack
against Vegerosian municipal officials and not persons or bodies involved in the dairy and egg industry.

CCTV footage right in the center of Landwern

Manonymous have not yet made a statement regarding yesterday’s attack. John Snowpee, a
spokesperson for the Plant-Based Alliance, a group ascribing to Planter ideology but opposed to
Manonymous, categorically denied PBA involvement in the attack and once again disowned the
Manonymous group, “we were not responsible for the attack. Manonymous does not act on behalf of
the PBA. As a compassionate organization that respects all animals, including Human animals, we
deplore and condemn the actions of Manonymous and pledge ourselves to eradicating such violent
actions. We also deplore the cruel dairy and egg industry in Vegeros and call for an end to the oppression
and exploitation of animals for food”.

